Lafayette Hayes

Intense Inspirations

Artist's Opening Reception Feb. 6, 2007, 5-7pm

The Orient - 45”x28” - 2004 - Mixed Media on Wood
Sawdust, plywood, cigarette filters, cigarette ashes, toothpicks, chicken bones, match sticks, rocks, paprika, pine wood, parsley flakes, leftover building materials, found objects, and paint.

“I am a mixed media artist. The work combines art, architectures and carpentry, using unusual materials. My themes are inspired from cultures all over the world. Through travel - vision and freedom is imperative.”

Lafayette Hayes

To celebrate Black History Month, we are fortunate to exhibit 19 works by local artist Lafayette Hayes.

You are invited to join us for the opening reception and meet the artist
Feb. 6, 2007, 5 - 7pm.

Exhibition Dates: Feb. 6 - 28, 2007
Gallery Hours: Monday - Friday, 10-2pm.
Hours may be restricted due to other activities scheduled in the gallery. Viewing is available by appointment.
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